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Potential Uses of Four Corners Debate

∙ As a warm-up before studying a new theme

∙ As a follow-up for students to apply what they have learned about a theme

∙ As a pre-writing exercise which helps students to refine their arguments 
before writing

∙ As a revision exercise to consolidate knowledge

∙ As a post-teaching resource (see sticky notes twist)



Analytical and Presentation Skills mobilized 
during Four Corner Debates

∙ Students practice considering different points of view

∙ Students learn to express their opinions

∙ Students work collectively in groups in an effort to clearly verbalize 
their positions

∙ Students practice listening skills

∙ Follow-up activities can help students reflect on which techniques 
and arguments were the most persuasive and why



Icing on the Cake Advantage

All students have a chance to 
actively participate!!!



How to Set Up a Four Corners Debate
1. Post 4 large pieces of paper in the four corners of the classroom with these words written on them:

Strongly Agree, Strongly Disagree,

Somewhat Agree, Somewhat Disagree

2. Write a controversial statement on the board (for example: “The best argument against democracy is a five-minute 
conversation with the average voter.”

3. Have students move to the corner that best matches their position (Strongly Agree, Somewhat Agree, Strongly Disagree, 
Somewhat Disagree). .

4.Each corner will have 2 minutes to discuss and solidify their reasoning/logic.  Two formats are possible for the debate:

• More structured format: Each group selects a spokesperson to express the group’s position. He/she has 30 seconds to 
express thoughts concisely and persuade their classmates. Other groups must listen intently.

• More ‘street fight’ style: debaters have to jump into the middle of the circle and seize the debate floor.  This gives a more 
rapid, spontaneous debate.  The downside is that it can be intimidating for the less confident debater. 

5. After the first corner presents, invite those who have been persuaded to move to the appropriate corner. Direct each group 
to present their group’s position in turn.  For ‘street fight’ debates, you can inform students in advance that they can change 
corners at any time during the debate if their analysis and opinion evolves as the debate unfolds.



Twist on Four Corners Debate Format

• As a twist on the debate strategy, give all students a sticky note for 
them to record their opinion or a fact which supports their opinion. 
When they move to the corner of the room that best represents their 
individual opinion, each student can place the post-it note on the 
poster. This records how the students voted for future discussion and 
gives a visual support for consolidating arguments and knowledge.

• This twist is especially useful for revisions before exams or for pre-
writing consolidation of knowledge.



Quotes to Fuel Controversy
(Theme 1 chapter 1/2)

• People shouldn't be afraid of their government. Governments should be afraid of their people.

- Alan Moore, V for Vendetta

• Democracy is beautiful in theory; in practice it is a fallacy. 

- Benito Mussolini

• It has been said that democracy is the worst form of government except all the others that have been tried. 

- Winston Churchill

• Liberal capitalism is not perfect, but compared to the other 'isms,' it's far superior. 

- Ayaan Hirsi Ali

• Capitalism is, fundamentally, an economic system that promotes inequality.

- Annalee Newitz

• Capitalism is the astounding belief that the most wickedest of men will do the most wickedest of things for the greatest 
good of everyone.

-John Maynard Keynes

https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/392838


Resources

• https://www.facinghistory.org/resource-library/teaching-strategies/fo
ur-corners

• https://teachnthrive.com/teaching-ideas/4-corners-debate/

• https://www.thoughtco.com/informal-debate-4-corners-strategy-804
0

https://www.facinghistory.org/resource-library/teaching-strategies/four-corners
https://www.facinghistory.org/resource-library/teaching-strategies/four-corners
https://teachnthrive.com/teaching-ideas/4-corners-debate/
https://www.thoughtco.com/informal-debate-4-corners-strategy-8040
https://www.thoughtco.com/informal-debate-4-corners-strategy-8040


How to answer the 1st question of a DBQ :
How useful are Documents A and B for 

understanding…, for an historian 
studying… ?

How can we train students to improve the quality of their 
answer ?

Agnès Perraud



Methodology
A document might be seen as useful in a number of 
ways:
• a source of information (about politics, economics…)
• provenance (especially in History) : 
• a primary source gives insight into attitudes at the 

time
• a secondary source allows hindsight, gives a 

perspective 
• In Geography, documents are usually recent (maps, 

figures…) and reliable, unless it is a cartoon. 
Comment on the measures (HDI, GDP…) and factors 
of explanation given.

• inferences made 
• the author and its views about the question 

(especially in history)

A document may not be useful in that :
• it is the author’s own interpretation or a 

snapshot from a cartoonist/journalist/ 
politician trying to make one particular 
point

• may be partial or brief (rarely the work of 
an historian)

• needs a good understanding of context to 
interpret well so other sources needed

• doesn’t deal with all the aspects of the 
question (may be only on one sector, one 
TNC, one country/region of the world)

• may show something but not help explain 



What we often find in students answer

• The document is biased (when a biased document can be very 
useful…)

• It is not precise enough/lacking details (without explaining what 
important information is missing)

• Statement made without evidence (especially when there is a map or 
stats)

Students tend to focus on the nature/reliability of the document 
without looking at the command word and 2nd part of the question.



Remind students that : 

• A full response covers usefulness in terms of what each document 
does and does not do. 

• Their answer shall analyse rather than describe (what the documents 
are, what they show and the sources…). 

• Support the answer with evidence from the documents (quotes, 
figures…). 

• Look at the command word to give a precise answer



DBQ Exercise

Prepare several documents (6 at least)
• of different nature : maps, stats, texts… 
• showing different points of view on a topic (positive/negative)
• With different focus (global, regional or national scale)
Make them work in pair (or by group) on 2 documents using a table to 
help them be more precise on their answer.
Then they can explain to another pair (group) the strengths and 
limitation of their documents.



Ageing population (2nde) : is the document useful…
  Useful Less useful

 Global scale National or 
local scale

Global scale National or 
local scale

To describe and evaluate the rate of 
growth of the ageing population 

    

To explain the reasons for the ageing 
population

    

To analyse the positive consequences of 
the ageing population :
On the economy ? on politics ?
On society ?

    

To analyse the negative consequences of 
the ageing population : 
On the economy ? on politics ?
On society ?

    

To provide solutions to manage 
ageing population : which one ?

    



Example of sources on Ageing population

Source B Why Japan’s Aging Population Is An Investment Opportunity 
Japan BRANDVOICE | Paid Program 

Source C : Why an ageing population might be good news for the economy
Daily Financial Times, Wednesday, 8 February 2017

Source D : The Aging World
The world’s oldest populations, mapped.  By Kate Blair April 24 2014 https://www.slate.com 

http://www.forbes.com/sites/japan/
http://www.slate.com/authors.kate_van_winkle.html
https://www.slate.com/


Can be adapted to many topics such as migration
  Useful Less useful

 Global scale National or 
local scale

Global scale National or 
local scale

To describe and evaluate the importance 
of migration flows

    

To explain the reasons for migrations 
flows

    

To analyse the advantages of migration 
flows : for the host country ? Country of 
origin ? On the economy ? on politics ?
On society ?

    

To analyse the disadvantages of migration 
flows : for the host country ? Country of 
origin ? On the economy ? on politics ?
On society ?

    

To provide solutions to manage 
better migration : which one ?

    



You can change the focus of the question to make them compare dates 
and figures in geography :
• Which document shows a situation at a certain date ?
• Which one shows a change ? For which period of time ?
• Which one give prediction ? 



Can be adapted in history : Example on the influence of 
the French revolution

How useful are the documents…

Useful Less useful

To explain the methods used by 
Napoleon to spread the ideals 
of the Revolution in Europe

To evaluate the success/limits 
of Napoleon’s reforms

To analyse the 
(positive/negative) reaction of 
European people/ country(ies) 
to Napoleon’s domination



• Source A : Napoleon’s letter to 
his brother Jerome, King of 
Westphalie

• Source B
CARTOON: NAPOLEON, 1806. 
'Tiddy-Doll, the Great-French-
Gingerbread-Baker: Drawing out 
a New Batch of Kings.' 
Commentary on Napoleon's 
conquest of Europe and 
installation of puppet monarchs. 
Etched cartoon by James Gillray, 
23 January 1806.



Source C
https://www.researchgate.ne
t/figure/Napoleons-Empire-b
y-1812-Napoleon-directly-rul
ed-or-controlled-most-of-Euro
pe-Source_fig1_263460884
  

Source D
Text by Fichte to show 
German nationalism ?

https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Napoleons-Empire-by-1812-Napoleon-directly-ruled-or-controlled-most-of-Europe-Source_fig1_263460884
https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Napoleons-Empire-by-1812-Napoleon-directly-ruled-or-controlled-most-of-Europe-Source_fig1_263460884
https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Napoleons-Empire-by-1812-Napoleon-directly-ruled-or-controlled-most-of-Europe-Source_fig1_263460884
https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Napoleons-Empire-by-1812-Napoleon-directly-ruled-or-controlled-most-of-Europe-Source_fig1_263460884
https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Napoleons-Empire-by-1812-Napoleon-directly-ruled-or-controlled-most-of-Europe-Source_fig1_263460884


CREATING A FRONTPAGE WITH 3 USEFUL 
DOCUMENTS TO ANSWER AN A-STYLE QUESTION

‘Criticism may not be agreeable, but it is necessary. 
It fulfils the same function as pain in the human body. 
It calls attention to an unhealthy state of things’.

Winston Churchill

Julie 
Wagentrutz





OBJECTIVES

- By putting students in the position of both 
the examiner and the candidate

HOW ?

- By working in groups of 3

BENEFITS

- Gaining confidence

- Getting automatisms

- Building up specific background knowledge they will remember with few efforts

- Having fun (without realising we actually manipulate them so that they can hit the roof ☺)

- Raising awareness amongst students as regards sources’ presentation and usefulness

- Investigation skills + Computer skills (see the new ‘Pix’ framework)

-   Meeting the French requirements as regards ‘éducation aux médias’ 



HOW USEFUL ARE YOUR SOURCES TO 
DESCRIBE THE IMPACTS OF THE GREAT 

DEPRESSION?

- Choice of sources        /1
- Sources’ analysis         /3
- Evaluation of their 
usefulness                       /1

Economic, Political, Social impacts (= potential structure)
 → A more challenging approach would include a plan with both a thematic and 
chronological proposition

STEP 1: selecting sources (1 hour) STEP 2: ANALYSIS (2 hours)

2 pages max with:
- A short introduction to rephrase the 

instruction and set the country 
chosen against a specific 
background and to announce the 
reasoning strategy chosen

- No conclusion
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INDICATIVE ASSESSMENT CRITERIA

- Choice of sources        /1
- Sources’ analysis         /3
- Evaluation of their 
usefulness                       /1

COMMUNICATION-
CREATIVITY

/5

- Visual aspect   /1
- Writing skills    /2
- Structure         /2



STRUCTURING THE ANSWER

OPTION 1
Mentioning all the ‘yes’-related aspects for each category 
of impacts and then all the ‘not enough’-related aspects 

OPTION 2
Mentioning all the ‘yes’-related aspects AND the ‘not 

enough’-related aspects for one category of impact for then 
moving on to the second and third category of impact 

FORM

- Source/Origin: where it comes from?
- Nature? (medium)
- Audience?
- Date and context on different levels?

- Basic facts
- Opinion
- Explanation and/or examples

CONTENT

How they communicate their reasoningWhat they need to focus on



SOME POINTS TO KEEP IN MIND

• ARE REFERENCES TO MY SOURCES CLEARLY IDENTIFIABLE?

• DO DOCUMENTS’ DATES MATCH EACH OTHERS?

• DO THE RESPECTIVE POINTS OF VIEW ECHO EACH OTHER?

• HOW COMPLEMENTARY ARE MY SOURCES?

• DO THE DOCS MATCH THE NEWSPAPER’S POLITICAL AFFILIATION?











Working on a key issue using 
historiography

HISTORY THEME 2:
Who is to blame for the origins of the Cold 

War?

Damien Salvia



Objectives

o Giving students an example on how to prepare 
a key issue long before the official release.
o Helping students to understand how to reach a 

« big picture approach ».
o Making students work on their « evaluation 

and analysis » skills.
o Showing students the benefits of « team 

work ».
o Talking about historian godfather, Eric 

HOBSBAWM to please Matthew TOMLINSON.

I will make a 
syllabus they 
can’t refuse!



Main resources

o Alpha history website: https://alphahistory.com/coldwar/

o Very useful for timelines or documents on the Cold War.

https://alphahistory.com/coldwar/


Students’ homework

1- Read the article on 
historiographical schools of 
thoughts to understand the 
timeline and evolution of the 
historiography of the Cold War.

o Jennifer Llewellyn & Steve Tho
mpson, 
Cold War historiography
, Alpha history, November 20, 
2018

https://alphahistory.com/coldwar/cold-war-historiography/
https://alphahistory.com/coldwar/cold-war-historiography/
https://alphahistory.com/coldwar/cold-war-historiography/
https://alphahistory.com/coldwar/cold-war-historiography/
https://alphahistory.com/coldwar/cold-war-historiography/


Students’ homework

2- 
Read the biography of the historian you will embody during th
e debate 

oPrepare a two minutes position statement (including evidences) to 
present your stance on « who is to blame for the origins of the 
Cold War? ».
o  Need to make extra research to find evidences.

o Prepare arguments in anticipation of the points that the other 
historians will raise during the debate.

https://alphahistory.com/coldwar/cold-war-historians/
https://alphahistory.com/coldwar/cold-war-historians/


IN CLASS

o Students in group of 4:
o 8 minutes: two minutes position statement by each historians
o  Opportunity to take notes on the chart attached on the other historians’ position.

o 15 to 20 minutes round table
o  Opportunity to make evaluative statements

o Full class
o 10 to 15 minutes debrief and conclusion.



Speed Dating

Student-led activities to develop knowledge, understanding and oral 
communication skills

Jonathan Taylor



To what extent has the CAP helped Territorial 
Cohesion and development in the EU? 

You are going to be given a character card. 
Read the information on your card carefully.

You are going to go Speed Dating!
Your task is to go around the room and ‘speed date’ other characters.
The starting sentence for your conversation is ‘What do you make of 

the CAP?’

Try to remember the different reasons you find

Get into the role! 



Examples of character cards

8-10 different 
characters



To what extent has the CAP helped Territorial 
Cohesion and development in the EU? 
• Write down the different points you can remember into the 

appropriate column of the table according to whether the CAP has 
helped or hindered Territorial Cohesion and development

HELP HINDER



« The CAP has been a great help to Territorial 
Cohesion and development in the EU »



Other examples…

Centripetal Migration

Causes of WW1

Dissolution of the 
Monasteries
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